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Abstract 

Diffusion coefficient for a bunched p-beam in a synchrotron 
is prcscnted with two t,echnically imposed items included 
into the scheme. (1) The role of basic external noises is 
attributed to random envelopes i(“,v)(t) carried by two 
modulated t,ime-quadrature RF-currents. These represent 
amplit~ude, (u) or (small) ph ase, (cp) noises of forward cur- 
rc~it, in cavity feeders. (Commonly, Ihe (u, p)-noise volt- 
ages 1)(“,‘+‘)(t) at th e accelerating gaps are taken as the ba- 
sic ones.) Phase shifts between spectral components W(W) 
vs. i(i;) are inevitable due to both, the transfer function 
from feeder current to the detuned-cavity gap voltage, and 
the phasor diagram of the gap voltages maintained under 
beam loading. None of the ‘pure’ noises 2, (a)(t) or Jq)(t) is 
observable practically. Only their mixt~ure is. (2) The pos- 
sibility of an arbit,rary ratio of the noise correlation time to 
t,he revolution period (i.e., tshe effect of noise spectrum to 
stretch over many revolution frequency harmonics) is in- 
corporated, which is important to treat the noise-induced 
diffusion in the large rings (UNK! LHC. SSC). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Diflusion Equation 

Longitudinal dilution of a proton bunch subjected to noise 
obeys a diffusion equation which according to, say, ref.[l] 
reads 

ql”o)(J, t) 
dt = & 

( 
qJ)a(FiyJ) 

> 
. (1) 

Here t is time; 3 is action; F is bunch distribution; (. . .) 
is statistical average over noise ensemble; subscript ‘0’ de- 
notes the mat,hematical average over phase $: the canoni- 
cal conjugate of J’. Variables (111, J’) are introduced in the 
phase-plane (21,29’ f dd/dt), where lr7 = 0 - w,t is azimuth 
in a co-rotating frame; 0 is azimuth around the ring in the 
laboratory frame; ws is the angular velocity of a reference 
particle synchronous to the nominal RF. The origin 29 = 0 
is put on the unperturbed reference particle of the bunch 
in question. 

The diffrlsion coefficient is 

u(c7) = A 2 (m/J)2 2 +-y) x (2) 

,Tl=--CC k,kl=-c.z 

X 
J 

co (AVk(t)AV,:(t - T)) exp (im%(J)r) dr. 
-ce 

The beam is subjected to a random voltage AV(29, t) 
which is decomposed into zk AVk(t)e’L”, and eq.2 embeds 
time correlations of random amplitudes hvk(t). Functions 
lkk(J) are the coefficients of series which expand a plane 
wave eika(gj+) into sum over multipoles: C, ILk(J)eim+. 
Factor A is equal t,o 

A=1 ( 
i-2; 2 

> 2 q21cxt sin ps (3) 

Here Ro is the small-amplitude synchrotron frequency (cir- 
cular); p is t,he acceleration frequency harmonic number; 
Vext is t,he nominal amplitude of accelerating voltrage; qs is 
the stable phase angle (opt > 0 below transition, the syn- 
chronous energy gain being e&t cos cpS); C&(J) = d$/dt 
is the non-linear synchrotron frequency. 

B. Representative Time Scales 

The bunch had been matched and stationary until 1 = 0 
when the noise was switched on. Diffusion approximation 
implies fluctuations AV(ti,i) to be fast and weak: 

TAV < Tdif 9 (4) 

where T&f is a rate measure of the noise-induced bunch 
dilution; TAV is a correlation time of AV(t9,t). Bunch 
evolution is pursued at t >> TAV. 

In general, Al/k(t) is a periodically unstationary stochas- 
tic process: its moments (AVk(t)AV,:(2 - T)) are periodic 
functions oft, 27r/w, being a period. The slow diffusion is 
governed by the non-oscillating terms in (AVk(t)AV~, (t - 
T)), these being extracted by t-averaging the latter over a 
turn (over-line in eq.2). The correlations thus smoothed 
depend on 7 solely, and can hence be treated in terms 
of spectral intensities. Function (Fo)(J,t) is as well 
smoothed over a turn, being a slowly varying one: 

2rlws < T&f. (5) 

Refs.[2, 3, 41 study stationary noise AV(0, t) as given in 
the co-moving frame directly, which implicitly conjectures 
the noise’s low-frequency and narrow-band features: 

2r/ws << T&V < Tdif. (6) 

However, with the orbit perimeters L growing (UNK, LHC, 
SSC) feasible are the relationships 

2x/w, - TAV < r&f; TAV < 2*/w, < rdif. (7) 

This paper presents formulae which hold true not only 
within the range given by eq.6, but well beyond it, eqs.7. 
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II. NOISES OF VOLTAGE 

A. Accelerating Voltage 

This field is imposed by N accelerating cavities (gaps), 

E(O, t) = L-’ )-;=, G,(t3)Vn cos(q’w,t - cpn). (8) 

Here r/;, , (P,, are the amplitude and phase of voltage across 
the n-th gap; q’wS is the nominal RF - a (higher) har- 
monic of the acceleration frequency qwS, q’/q = 1,2, . . . 

Functions G,(O) specify the field localization. They can 
be decomposed int,o Fourier series C,, Gfi;keik@. Given 

J;* lGn(O)ldO = 2~, q uantities lGn,kl grow into transit- 
time factors at w = kw,. Variables V,, (Pi are adjusted 
so as to provide propagating wave r/,:, cos(q’d + pi), sta- 
tionary w.r.t. t,he co-rotating frame. The main RF system 
drives a wave whose (P&,, q’, y:) = (I’,,, , q, cpS). 

B. Random Voltages 

Put down the random field by analogy with eq.8 as 

AE(O,t) = L-’ cr=, Gn(O) tin(t) (9) 

with u,(t) being the noise voltage. Take the latter as 

The (mutual) spectral power densities P&y’(w) are the 
Fourier transforms of voltage cross-correlations, 

Pi:<; ) (w ) = 
J 

O” (z@‘(t) viv)(t - T)) eiwr dr. (14 
--03 

Weight factors VA’!Lk(g) specify the bunch excitation at 
the m-th multipole iaused by spectral components of noise 

vif’(t) at frequency w z kw,: 

v,!,$,(c?, = (T/2) x 

X 

These functions depend on the carrier frequency q’wS and 

its phase 95) w.r.t. the bunched beam. The presence 
of expansion coefficients lAIkkL,, accompanied by transit- 
time factors Gn;kfpj is quite explainable. Multiplication 

of vif’(t) by a high-frequency oscillation cos(q’w,t - cpk”) 

translates spectral components vn (<j(t) from w z kw, into 
a region of (higher) frequencies w 2: (k & q’)w, from which 
these affect the beam by driving its multipole oscillations. 

u,(2) = -JT, up(t) cos(q’w,t - &‘). (10) 
For example, consider one gap (n = N = l), a single 

noise source vhf’ (t) with C = a or p whose spectrum is 

Here C is a noise type index. Carrier phase +&‘I is, gener- 
localized in a lower-frequency domain within a bandwidth 
Aw, <<w, so as to comply with eq.6: 

ally, other than pra from eq.8. Modulating voltages v,, %), 
(vhf’(t)) = 0 are the stochastic processes, mutually sta- 
tionary w.r.t. the laboratory frame. 

The particular option of indices C = a, p and phases 

P;$l)(kw, + R) N P,$c$2)6,,,65Clbk0 (16) 

with Sij being the Kronecker’s delta-symbol. In this case 
eqs.13, 15 yield the results of refs.[2, 3, 41. 

&' zz $41; Pi?' = Pn - r/2 (11) 
III. NOISES OF CURRENT 

allows one to interpret eq.10 as a decomposition of u,(t) 

into a sum of its inphase (C = a) and quadrature (C = p) Noises of accelerating voltage are excited by those of RF- 

components w.r.t. the reference signal, eq.8. The inphase drive current in the gap feeders. The latter noises are more 

component represents the noises of amplitude, while the logical to deal with while specifying the noise tolerances on 

quadrature one - those of phase, a practical, RF-engineering level. 

v?‘(t) = AV,(t); v:;+“(t) = VnAcpn(t), (12) A. Drive Current and Beam Loading Eflect 

of the gap voltages. Either may be driven in a relatively in- 
dependent way (noises in a master oscillator1 an amplitude 
modulator, a phase shifter). 

Adopting q’ = cpi” = 0 and, e.g., C = 1 results in a 

particular case of gap noise voltage tin(t) = vif’(t), sta- 
t,ionary w.r.t. the laboratory frame (a shot noise of anode 
DC current in the tube, a ripple of its power supply). 

C. Diffusion as Inflicted by Random Voltages 

Inserting eq.10 into eq.2 yields 

To excite accelerating field, eq.8, the RF-generator drives 
a forward wave of current in the gap feeder. Let this wave 
be presented by a current 

I, cos(q’w,t - &) (17) 

which flows through, say, a coupling device bet)ween the 
feeder and the n-th gap. (Reflected-wave current does not 
enter this definition.) 

The following phasor diagram of voltages is maintained 
under beam loading of the narrow-band gap 

(l3) 

Vneilpm = Tn(q’wS) Z,ei4” - 2T,:(q’wS)Gn;+Jq’. (18) 

x P,$$<‘j(kw, + m%(J)) U;t:JJ) U;tI$(J). 
Here T,(w) is a transfer function between Fourier trans- 
forms of the feeder current and the gap volt,age thereby 
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excited. Transfer function T;(w) frotn the beam current 
to beam-induced voltage is such as to have ReTA > 0, 
aud T~(w)IG,Z,,~12 to b ecome a standard beam-gap cou- 
pling impedance at w N q’w,. Coefficient J,, is the one 
frotn Fourier series J(29) = CI: Jkeik” with 5(29) being the 
stationary beam current. Given short bunches, JQr tl: JO, 
where ,lc is the average beam current. Phase $,, required 
to calculate O(J) is readily extract#ed from eq.18: 

& = arg 
Vneivn + 2TA(q’w,) Gnimq, J,, 

Tn(q’ws) In ’ 
(19) 

and & -+ (P,, - argT,(q’w,) when J,, -+ 0. 

Standing-wave accelerating ca.vities are the most widely 
used ones. in which case 

T,%(w) = fT;(w); T;(w) = R, 
> 

-1 

! (20) 

where R,,, L&, are the shunt impedance and bandwidth 
(both loaded ones); uen is the resonant frequency; g is the 
gain in coupling-loop to accelerating-gap voltage transfor- 
mation. An optimal cavity detuning (~0~ # q’w,) exists 
which would offer a resistive load to the RF-generator and, 
hence, result in & = (Pn. 

0. Random Currents 

Noises in RF-feeding circuitry induce random addition 
j,,(t) t#o the main current, eq.17. It drives voltage un(t) 
across the n-th gap, eq.9. A feeder, a coupler and a gap 
are a linear and stationary circuit. Hence, the relation 
between jn(t) and un(t) is linear and t,ime-invariant: 

u,(w) = T,(w)&(w) (21) 

wit#h 7;,(w) being the same as in eqs.18, 20. To comply 
with eq.10, consider random-modulated current 

h(t) = c, &c’(t) cos(q’w,t - &‘) (22) 

with ii”(t), (i;“(t)) = 0 being the stochastic processes, 
mutually stationary w.r.t. the laboratory frame. 

Technically imposed system of basic perturbations is 
that of the amplitude and phase noises of drive current, 
eq.17, their cross-uncorrelated performance being quite 
feasible practically. To get these noises take C = a’, ‘p’ 
along with 

r&Q = c#ln; $@” = 4, - 7r/a, (23) 
&Q(t) = A&&(t); i$f’(t) = &A&(t). (24) 

By taking q’ = &’ = 0 and, e.g., C = 1 one arrives 

at the noise current j,(l) = i$‘(t), stationary w.r.t. the 
laboratory frame. 

C. Diffusion as Inflicted by Random Currents 

Using eq.21 one finds relation between the Fourier trans- 

forms of zi, ii’)(t): 

@(W) ,*w = T,(w zk q’w,) i$‘(w) .*i+‘,(‘. (25) 

A ‘weak’ stationarity of ‘u, ii’)(t) implies: 

(v$‘(w) v~~;~*(w~)) = 2~ P,$c,c,1)(4 S(w - wl); (26) 

(iic’(w) i$;)*(wt)) = 2~ &~c,$;‘(w) S(w - wl). (27) 

Here P,$$‘;‘)( w 1s t ) ’ h e voltage noise spectrum, eq.14, while 

&$,5:)(w) is that for th e current noise; 6(w) is the delta- 

function. Eqs.25, 26, 27 allow one to express P,$,$)((J) 

through Q$$; ) (w). Inserting them into eqs.13, 15 yields 

Dv) = A c:,,,=, C,,& Iz;m=_, x (28) 

x Qi$;)(kw, + m%(J)) U;!&(S) U;‘,t$(J) 

with ‘current-wise’ weight factors, cf. eq.15, 

+$&n = (V/2) x (29) 

I’ 
X 

( 
m’k+g’(J) Gn;k+gt T [(k + q’)w, + mSZ (g)] e+i4f(’ + 

k + q’ 
n s 

I’ 

+ k-q’ 
m’k-g’(J) G,;k-pfTn [(k - q’)wS + m&(g)] eWirLc’). 

Commonly, in beam dynamics studies, refs.[2, 3, 41, am- 
plitude and phase noises of the gap voltages are treated as 

the basic ones, in which case eq.11 and P,$zT) = P,($) = 0 
should be inserted into eqs.13, 15. However, from a prac- 
tical standpoint the use of eqs.28, 29 with eq.23 and 
Qt;$‘, = Qe;;‘) = 0 looks more adequate. Thus, quite 
different expressions for O(J) are arrived at. 

For stationary noises u, jn(t), whose q’ = 0, cp$,” = 0, 
&’ = 0 and C = 1, the entire distinction between 
eqs.13, 15 ‘and eqs.28, 29 is reducible to a mere noise filter- 

ing: P,$~~,‘)(w) = T,(w)T,tl (w)Qkc:)(w). 

The author thanks Drs. V. Balbekov and G. Gurov for 
the instructive discussions on the subject. 
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